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Abstract— Failure diagnosis in large and complex systems is 

a critical task. A discrete event system (DES) approach to 

the problem of failure diagnosis is presented in this paper. A 

classic solution to solve DES’s diagnosis is a stochastic Petri 

net. The foraging behavior of ant colonies can give rise to 

the shortest path, which will reduce the state explosion of 

stochastic Petri net. Therefore, a new model of stochastic 

Petri net, based on foraging behavior of real ant colonies is 

introduced in this paper. This model can contribute to the 

diagnosis, the performance analysis and design of 

supervisory control systems. 

 

Index Terms— Stochastic Petri nets, discrete-event systems, 

Ant Colony Optimization algorithm, diagnosis of complex 

systems. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Diagnosis is a crucial and challenging task in the 

automatic control of complex systems, e.g., in flexible 

manufacturing systems. In this paper a discrete event 

system (DES) approach to the problem of diagnosis of 

complex systems is presented. The property of 

diagnosability is introduced in the context of the failure 

diagnosis problem, e.g., in the context of the availability 

of the DES. We propose a systematic procedure for 

diagnosis implemented with a new class of stochastic 

Petri nets (GSPN’s); i.e., ant colony decision Petri nets 

(ADPN)  [1] and related models (e.g., stochastic reward 

nets [2] stochastic activity networks [3]) are gaining 

increased acceptance as tools for analyzing complex 

systems. The acceptance of such high-level formalism is 

due to their ability to represent complex systems in a 

compact and convenient way, while still describing an 

underlying continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) [4].  

This method suffers from the well-known state 

explosion problem: a GSPN can determine an underlying 

CTMC with a large number of states. This problem 

severely limits the size of models for which an exact 

analysis can reasonably be attempted. This problem has 

received considerable attention in the literature, and a 

wide variety of algorithms have been proposed. 

Stochastic Petri nets (SPN) were developed by 

associating transitions/places with exponentially 

distributed random time delays [5], [6]. Generalized SPN 

[7], [8] allowed the inclusion of immediate transition and 

inhibitor arcs. Analysis tools have been developed [9], 

[10]. These methods are all based on results obtained 

from the underlying Markov chain for such system 

models. Extended SPN (ESPN) [11] were developed to 

allow generally distributed, including deterministic, 

transition delays for non-concurrent transitions. The 

underlying models of these PN are semi/Markov 

processes. In [12] Sampath et al. proposed a diagnosis 

approach for discrete event systems. They introduced the 

notion of diagnosability and gave a necessary and 

sufficient condition to test it. Their condition is expressed 

as a property of the diagnoser of the system. In order to 

test the diagnosability, the diagnoser needs to be 

constructed first. The complexity of constructing the 

diagnoser and testing the diagnosability is exponential in 

the number of states of the system and double exponential 

in the number of failure types. Ant Colony Optimisation 

(ACO) is a recently developed approach that takes 

inspiration from the behavior of real ant colonies to solve 

NP - hard optimisation problems. The ACO meta-

heuristic was first introduced by Dorigo [13], and was 

defined by Dorigo, Di Caro and Gambardella [14]. It has 

been successfully applied to various hard combinatorial 

optimization problems. In this paper we present the first 

application of ACO to Petri nets formalism, in order to 

simplify the models achieved with GSPN for solving the 

diagnosis of complex systems. In section 2 we briefly 

introduce the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm. Then 

we describe the structure of our diagnoser in section 3. In 

section 4 we present the experimental results 

implemented on an FMS. Finally, we summarize our 

findings and conclude with some discussion. 

II.  ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 

A Bayesian network (BN) is a directed acyclic graph 

where nodes represent random variables and edges 

represent conditional dependencies between random 

variables. Attached to each node there is a conditional 

probability table (CPT) that describes the conditional 

probability distribution of that node given its parents’ 
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states [15]. Although the distributions in a BN can be 

discrete or continuous, we shall consider discrete ones. 

Search algorithms have been studied extensively in 

combinatorial optimization. Researches have applied 

various search strategies, for example, the best first 

search [16], linear programming [17], stochastic local 

search [18], genetic algorithms [19], etc. Ant algorithms 

were inspired by the foraging behavior of real ant 

colonies, i.e., how ants can find the shortest path between 

food sources and nest. Ants deposit on the ground a 

chemical substance called pheromone while walking. 

This forms pheromone trails through which ants can find 

the way, and also provides indirect communication 

among ants. It has been shown experimentally [13] that 

this foraging behavior can give rise to the emergence of 

the shortest path when employed by a colony of ants. 

Based on this ant colony foraging behavior, ACO 

algorithms using artificial ant systems to solve hard 

discrete optimization problems have been developed. In 

an ant system, artificial ants are created to explore the 

search space simulating real ants searching their 

environment. The objective values to be optimized 

usually correspond to the quality of the food and the 

length of the path to the food. The artificial ants can make 

use of some local heuristic functions to help choose 

among a set of feasible solutions. In an ant system, 

artificial ants build solutions by moving on the Bayesian 

network from one node to another. When an ant visits 

node xi, it must take a conditional branch which is a 

number in the CPT. For evidence nodes A, ants are only 

allowed to take the branches that agree with A. Each node 

in BN has three tables: the Pheromone Table (PT), the 

Heuristic Function Table (HFT), and the Ant Decision 

Table (ADT). The PTs store pheromone values 

accumulated on each conditional branch. HFTs represent 

heuristics used by ants. ADTs are used by ants to make 

the final decision of choosing which branch to take. The 

ADT, Ai =[aijk], of node xi is obtained by the composition 

of the local pheromone trail values phijk with the local 

heuristic values hijk as follows [14]: 

 

aijk = 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )∑ βα

βα

⋅

⋅

j

ijkijk

ijkijk

hph

hph
  (1) 

where j is the j
th
 row and k is the k

th
 column of the 

corresponding ADT at the i
th
 node. Parameters α and β 

control the relative weight of pheromone trails and 

heuristic values. 

We also know [13], [14] the probability with which an 

ant chooses to take a certain conditional branch:  

pij = 

∑ π

π

j

ij

ij

i

i

a

a
    (2) 

where πi is the column index of the ADT and its value is 

conditioned on the values of parent nodes of i
th
 node. 

After ants have built their tour (a diagnosis), each ant 

deposits pheromone ∆phijk on the corresponding 

pheromone trails (i.e., the conditioned branches of each 

node of the tour). For us, the pheromone value represents 

the probability to cover the selected tour (e.g., by 

anticipation of the next section, we show that the 

pheromone value i represents the probability of firing 

transition i in the SPN), as follows: 

 

∆phijk =     P(x1, ..., xn),  j = xi, k = π(xi) 

                    0,  otherwise (3) 

 

where P(x1, ..., xn), is:  

P(x1, ..., xn) = ( )( )∏
=

π
n

1i

ii x/xP   (4) 

Where, π(xi) denotes the parent nodes of xi. 

Each ant drops pheromone to one cell of each PT at each 

node, i.e., the j
th
 row, k

th
 column of the PT at i

th
 node. 

After dropping the pheromone, the ant dies.  

III. THE ANT COLONY DECISION PETRI NET 

DIAGNOSER 

The complex system, e.g., a flexible manufacturing 

system (FMS) to be diagnosed is modelled as a finite 

state machine of DES’s formalism:  

 

( )0m,t,E,SW =   (5) 

 

Where S is the state space, E is the set of events, t is the 

partial transition function and m0 is the initial state of the 

system. The model W accounts for the normal and failed 

behaviour of the system. Let Ef ≤ E denote the set of 

failure events which are to be diagnosed. Our objective is 

to identify the occurrence of the failure events. Therefore 

we partition the set of failure events into disjoint sets 

corresponding to different failure types: 

 

m21 ffff EEEE ∪∪∪= Κ            (6) 

This partition is motivated by the following 

considerations [5]: 

1) Inadequate instrumentation may render it 

impossible to diagnose uniquely every possible fault; 

2) It may not be required to identify uniquely the 

occurrence of every failure event. We may simply be 

interested in knowing whether failure event has happened 

as the effect of the same failures in the system. 

So, when we say that “a failure of type Fi has occurred”, 

we mean that some event from the set Efi has occurred. 

In [5],[6] the diagnosability is defined as follows: A 

prefix-closed and live language L is said to be I-

diagnosabile with respect to the projection P, the partition 

Ef, and the indicator I if the following holds: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )







∈∈∀⋅∈∀⋅∈∃⋅∈∀

fi fff EIst:
s

L
tEsNnEi

          [ ]D;nt ⇒≥   (7) 
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Where the diagnosability condition D is: 

 

 ( )[ ] ω∈⇒∈ω −
if

1
L EstPP   (8)  

 

Note that I (Efi) denotes the set of all traces of L that end 

in an event from the set Efi. The behaviour of the system 

is described by the prefix-closed live language L (A) 

generated by A (see relation (1)). L is a subset of E*, 

where E* denotes the kleen closure of the set E [7]. ||s|| 

denotes the length of trace s∈E. L/s denote the post 

language of L after s, i.e.  
 

  { }Lst/*Et
s

L
∈∈=   (9) 

 

We define the projection P:E*→E in the usual manner [8]: 
 

  ( ) ε=εP  and ( ) ( ) ( ),sPsPssP 2121 ⋅=   

  *Es1 ∈ and Es2 ∈                (10) 

 

Where ε  denotes the empty trace. 

The above definition, e.g. relations (7) and (8), means the 

following: Let s be any trace generated by the system that 

ends in a failure event from the set Efi, and let t be any 

sufficiently long continuation of s.  

Condition D then requires that every trace belonging to 

the language that produces the same record of observable 

events, and in which the failure event is followed by 

certain indicator, should contain a failure event from the 

set Efi. This implies that on some continuation of s one 

can detect the occurrence of a failure of the type Fi with a 

finite delay, specifically in at most ni transitions of the 

system after s. To summarize, here diagnosability 

requires detection of failures only after the occurrence of 

an indicator event corresponding to the failure. In this 

paper we improve this approach by according a gradual 

importance of failure indicators, in correspondence with 

the availability of the system. In our assumption the 

diagnoser is a stochastic Petri net (SPN), where the places 

are marked with the availability of the correspondent 

production cell. The availability of a production cell is 

calculated with a Markov chain, where the transitions 

reflect the gradual importance of the failures in the cell. 

We may say that the diagnoser is an extended observer 

where we append a label to every estimated state. The 

labels carry failure information and failures are diagnosed 

by checking these labels. We also assume the system W 

is normal at the start. 

A diagnoser is a deterministic finite state machine whose 

transitions correspond to observations and whose states 

correspond to the set of system states and failures that are 

consistent with the observations. The transitions of the 

diagnoser are labelled with observable events, and the 

states of the diagnoser are labelled with sets of pairs (v,l) 

denoting a state and a failure label of the abstracted 

model. In our approach, the diagnoser efficiently maps 

observations to sets of possible system states and failures, 

and it is modelled with a new class of Petri nets, called 

here Ant Colony Decision Petri Nets (ADPN), which are 

an extension of our previous work [20] where we 

introduced the Stochastic Coloured Petri Nets (SCPN). 

Here, the colour of tokens in ADPN, represents the colour 

of the ants, grouped in families. We suppose that in our 

model there are different ant families (e.g., red ants, black 

ants, s.a.), each kind of ant has a specific pheromone; an 

ant will sense the pheromone in the nodes of the net and 

will follow only the specific path that was marked with 

the pheromone of its family. In the initial marking of the 

Petri net we know the number of the test ants, by colour. 

Considering that after firing a transition in the net, the ant 

leaves its pheromone in the control place of the respective 

transition (see fig. 1), and then dies, after the first ant 

reaches the end of the graph we count the number of the 

ants remained in the first place of the net. We conclude 

which is the shortest way in the net i.e., which family of 

ants found the optimum path, considering that a family of 

ants will never follow the same way as another ant 

family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 The basic structure of ADPN 

In Fig.1. one can see that the control place, pk, of 

transition ti memorizes the pheromone of the ant which 

burns first the transition ti. We say that transition ti will be 

fired only by ants with colour phk, where phk has the 

same signification as that given in relation (1). 

The firing rates of transitions in ADPN are given by the 

next relation: 

           
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ii

ii

ii

ii
i

hph

hph
f

βα

βα

+

⋅
=              (11) 

 

In relation (11) kph is the pheromone dropped in the 

control place by the first ant, that burns the transition ti; 

ih is the classic exponential firing rate of a transition in a 

stochastic Petri net; probabilities iα and iβ control the 

failure rate, respectively the repair rate of elements 

(machines, electronic devices, etc) of a complex system, 

such as a flexible manufacturing system (FMS). We 

define our ADPN as follows:  

An ADPN is a fire-tuple (P,T,k,m,V), where: 

P = {p1, p2, ..., pn}, n > 0, and is a finite set of places; 

T = {t1, t2, ..., ts}, s > 0, and is a finite set of transitions 

with P∪T ≠ Ø, P∩T = Ø; 

K = {Pk1, Pk2, ... Pks}, s > 0, and is a finite set of 

pheromone - control places; 

m : P → N, and is a marking whose i
th
 component is the 

number of tokens in the i
th
 place. An initial marking is 

denoted by m0; 

phk 
Pk 

Pj 

Pi 

ti 
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V : T → R, is a vector whose component is a firing time 

delay with an ant decision function. 

In our work we assumed that when a device, sensor, 

transducer or any other hardware component of the 

analyzed system, (e.g., a FMS) fails, the system 

reconfiguration (after repairing it) is often less than 

perfect. The notion of imperfection is called imperfect 

coverage, and is defined as probability c that the system 

successfully reconfigures given that component fault 

occurs. The imperfect repair of a component implies that 

when the repair of the failed component is completed it is 

not “as good as new”. A dependability model for 

diagnosability of flexible manufacturing systems is 

presented. The meaning of dependability here is twofold: 

-  System diagnosability and availability 

- Dependence of the performance of the FMS on the 

performance of its individual physical subsystems and 

components. 

The model considers the task-based availability of an 

FMS, where the system is considered operational as long 

as its task requirements are satisfied; respectively the 

system throughput exceeds a given lower bound. We 

model the FMS with ADPN. We decompose the FMS in 

productions cells. In our assumption the availability of a 

cell j (j=1.2…..n, where n is the total number of part type 

cells in the FMS) is calculated with a Markov chain 

which includes the failure rates, repair rates, and 

coverability of the respective devices in the production 

cell i. The colour domains of transitions that load cell i 

include colours that result in a value between 0 and 1; the 

biggest value designates the cell (respectively the place in 

the ADPN model) which ensures the liveness of the net, 

respectively which will validate and burn its output 

transition. We assume that the reader is familiar with 

Petri nets theory and their applications to manufacturing 

systems or we refer the reader to [6], [7]. Each part 

entering the system is represented by a token. The colour 

of the token associated with a part has two components 

[8]. The first component is the part identification number 

and the second component represents the set of possible 

next operations determined by the process plan of the 

part. It is the second component that is recognized by the 

stochastic colours Petri net model, and the first 

component is used for part tracking and reference 

purposes. Let Bi be a (1xm) binary vector representing all 

the operations needed for the complete processing of part 

type i. Let Ei be a (mxm) matrix representing the 

precedence relations among the operations of part type i, 

where m is the number of operations that are performed 

in the respective cell j (j=1.2…., n). For a part to be 

processed in the cell j it requires at least one operation 

that can be performed in the cell, that implies Bj >0. Also, 

for a part type where there is no precedent relationship 

between required operations, Ei is a matrix of zeros.  

For a part with identification x and part type y, the initial 

colour of the corresponding token is: 

( )[ ]yyyyx EBB,yxV ⋅−=              (12) 

 

Where ( )yy EB ⋅  is a matrix of multiplication. 

For example consider the process plan of part type L1 

and L2 shown in Fig.2. 

 
 

Fig.2. Process plan of part type L1 and L2 

Our process plan first requires operation op1 and then 

operation op2 for complete processing. We assume that 

our FMS can complete 5 different types of operations 

(e.g., for simplicity we consider only 5 different types of 

operations). For part type L1, we have: BL1 = [00011]. 

 

1LE =     

0A0001op

A00002op

000003op

000004op

000005op

1op2op3op4op5op

1

2

 

 

Where A1 is the availability of production cell 1 (which 

performs operation 1), and A2 represents the availability 

of production cell 2 at time t. The availability Ai of cell i 

is calculated, as shown below, with Markov chains. We 

notice that Ai is re-evaluated at each major change in the 

process plan of FMS (such as occurrence of events: 

damages of hardware equipments, changes of process 

plan, etc). Assuming that A1>A2, then we assign to A1 

value 1 and to A2 value 0, so that applying relation (12), 

the initial color of the token corresponding to a part that 

belongs to part type L1 with identification mark 1, would 

be VL1.1 = (L1.1, 00001). Note that the information carried 

by the color of  the tokens in the SCPN indicates the next 

operation to be performed by the FMS. Generally, we 

may say that V is the set of colors that represent all the 

possible combinations of operations that can be 

performed in the FMS. Each member of the set V is a 

vector with m components, where m is the maximum 

number of operations to be performed in the cells of the 

FMS. For example, in an FMS with 5 operations to be 

performed, we may have V = {00000, 00001, … 11111}. 

For simplicity, we assume that operations in FMS are 

mapped to places in the SCPN model, places which are 

labeled with the operation identification number. The 

requirement for a production cell j (j=1, …, n) which 

have Ni (i=1, …,m) devices of type i, is that at least ki of 

these devices must be operational for the FMS to be 

operational. To determine the system availability which 

includes imperfect coverage and repair, a failure state due 

to imperfect coverage and repair was introduced [4]. To 

explain the impact of imperfect coverage, we consider the 

L2 

Op 1 

Op 2 

L1 

Op 3 

Op 4 

Op 5 

Finite product I 

Finite product II 

Raw 

materials 
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system given in Fig.3 which includes two identical 

manufacturing devices M1 and M2. 

 
 

Fig.3. Example of operation performed by two identical devices 

 

If the coverage of the system is perfect, i.e. c=1, then 

operation op1 is performed as long as one of the devices 

is operational. If the coverage is imperfect, then operation 

op 1 fails with probability 1-c, if one of the devices M1 or 

M2 fails. We may say that, if operation op 1 has been 

scheduled on device M1 that has failed, then the system in 

Fig.3 fails with probability 1-c. The Markov chain for 

manufacturing cell j is shown in Fig.4. In Fig.4 the 

parameters λ, µ, c, r denote respectively the failure rate, 
repair rate, coverage factor and the successful failure 

repair rate of devices in the cell. The first part of the 

horizontal transition rate with the term 1-c represents the 

failure due to imperfect coverage of an alternative 

equipment. The second part, with the term 1-r represents 

imprecise repair of the devices.  

 

 
 

Fig.4. Markov model for cell i 
 

The vertical transitions reflect the failure and repair of the 

equipments.  We assume that only one device fails at a 

time, in a certain operation cell. At state Ni cell i is 

functioning with all Ni devices operational. At state ki 

there are only ki devices oparational. The state of cell i 

changes from working state wi, for ki ≤ wi Ni, where wi is 

the number of operational devices at a certain moment, to 

failed state Fi, either due to imperfect coverage (1-c) or 

due to imperfect repair (1-r). If the fault coverage of the 

system and repair of the components are perfect, the 

Markov chain in Fig.4 reduces to one-dimension model. 

The solution of the Markov chain model given in Fig.4 is 

a probability that at least ki devices are working at time t.  

The availability of cell i is given by the next relation [5]: 

 

( ) ( )∑
=

=
i

ii

N

kw

kii tPtA , for i=1,2,…,n              (13) 

 

Where Ai(t)=the availability of cell i at moment t; 

Pki(t)=probability of ki devices being operational in cell I 

at time t; 

Ni=total number of devices of type j in cell i; 

Ki=required minimum number of operational devices in 

cell i. 

After a Markov chain for each cell of the measuring system 

is constructed and desired probabilities Ai(t), i=1,2,…,n 

corresponding to each manufacturing cell are determined, 

the ant colony decision Petri net (ADPN) can be 

initialized and the simulation process of  the FMS begins.  

The status of this graph (e.g., the ADPN) at different 

moments tk, gives us the diagnosis of the FMS.  

IV. ILUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

In this section, we exemplify the above presented 

approaches on a flexible manufacturing system. We give 

the relative error in aggregated measures, such as the 

mean number of tokens in a given place or a throughput 

of transitions. Markov chain was solved using Gauss-

Seidel with iterations continuing until the relative 

element-wise difference between subsequent probability 

vectors was less than 10
-6
. The flexible manufacturing 

system consists of two cells linked together by a 

conveyor system. Each cell consists of a machine to 

handle within-cell part movement. Work-pieces enter the 

system at the Load/Unload station, where they are 

released from two buffers, A and B, and then are sorted in 

cells (pieces of type “a” in one cell, and pieces of type 

“b” in the other cell). We notice that in the buffer A there 

are pieces of types “a”, “b”, and others. In buffer A the 

number of pieces “a” is greater than the number of pieces 

“b”. In the buffer B, there are pieces of types “a”, “b”, 

and others, where the number of pieces “b” is greater than 

the number of pieces “a”.  The conveyor moves pieces 

between the Load/Unload station and those two cells. The 

finished (sorted) work-piece leaves the system, and a raw 

work-piece (unsorted piece) enters the system, 

respectively in one of those two buffers A or B. The 

maximum number of work-pieces permitted inside a cell 

at any given time is limited. The conveyor along with the 

central storage incorporates a sufficiently large buffer 

space so that it can be thought of as possessing infinite 

storage capacity. Thus, if a work-piece routed to a 

particular cell finds that the cell is full, it refuses entry 

and it is routed back to the centralized storage area. If a 

work-piece routed by the conveyor is different from the 

required types to be sorted respectively, “a” and “b”, it is 

rejected. We notice that once a work-piece is blocked 

from entry to a cell, the conveyor does not stop service; 

instead it proceeds to the other work-pieces waiting for 

transport. We also assume that within a cell no further 

blocking is caused once a work-piece is admitted. At the 

system level, we assume that the cells are functionally 

Niλ(1-c) 

(ki+2)cλ 

(Ni-1)cλ 

(ki+1)cλ 

Ni FNi 

(Ni-1)λ(1-c)+µ(1-r) 
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equivalent, so that each cell is sufficient to maintain 

production (at a reduced throughput). We say the 

manufacturing system is available (or operational) if the 

conveyor and at least one of the cells are available. A cell 

is available if its machine is available. Over a specified 

period of operation, owing to the randomly occurring 

subsystem failures and subsequent repairs, the cellular 

automated manufacturing system will function  in 

different configurations and exhibit various levels of 

performance over the random residence times in these 

configurations. Table I gives the interpretation of the 

places and transitions of the ADPN model build with the 

previously presented algorithm. The model is given in 

Fig.5. In the initial marking, we have n tokens in PHC, and 

ki, i = 1,2 tokens in each PFree Buffers i. We notice that places 

PBuffer Ai and PBuffer Bi allow the  admission  of  the  work – 

pieces from the corresponding buffers (A, and 

respectively B) in the moments when it is needed to sort 

more work-pieces from one category or from another one 

(A or B). 

TABLE I 

LEGEND FOR THE PETRI NET MODEL OF FMS 

Symbol Places 

PHC Work-pieces being admitted to the conveyor 

PHC route Work-pieces being routed by conveyor 

PF Buffer i Free buffer spaces in cell i 

Penter i Work-piece attempting to enter cell i 

Pcell i A work-piece in cell i is being sorted by machine Mi 

Pci Work-piece waiting to leave the cell i 

PBuffer A,B Work-pieces in buffer A, respectively B waiting for 

admission to conveyor 

PBuffer Ai,Bi A work-piece of type a, respectively b is expected to be 
sorted by machine i. 

Symbol Transitions 

THC Timed; firing rate (no. of tokens in PHC) x µ0; models the 

infinite server operation of conveyor 

Tadm Ai,Bi  Timed; firing rate (number of sorted work-pieces A or B) 

x µ0. 

Tadm Immediate; a work-piece is admitted to conveyor 

TBlack i Immediate; a work-piece trying to enter cell i is blocked 

Tcell i Immediate; a work-piece is routed to cell i by machine i 

Tenter i Immediate; a work-piece is allowed into cell i 

To Mi Immediate; a work-piece is routed by machine i 

Ti Immediate a work-piece is sorted in cell i 

To ex i Timed; firing rate µi; a sorted work-piece is routed to exit 

Tout Immediate; a piece is rejected from the system 

 

T0M2 
Pc2 Tenter2 

PF Buffer 2 

T0 ex2 

T2 

Pcell 2 cell 2 

Tenter 1 
T0 ex1 

Pc1 T0M1 

T1 

cell 1 

PF Buffer 1 

Pcell 1 

Tout 

Penter 1 

Penter 2 

Tblock 2 

Tblock 1 

Tcell 2 

Tcell 1 

PHC route 
PHC 
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Fig.5. Petri net model for performance analysis of the FMS 

 

We mention that the processing time  at machine i is 

exponentially distributed with mean 1/µi, i = 1, 2. In all 

cases, the part moving time on the conveyor is assumed 

to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ0.  

We assume an independent failure model. Let αi, i=1,2 

denote the mean failure rate of machine Mi and let its 

mean repair time be 1/βi. Also, let α0 and β0 denote 

respectively the failure and repair rate of the conveyor 

and buffers A and B material handling system seen as a 

whole. A team of technicians is available to work on the 

failed subsystem at a time. A failed subsystem can use 

the services of only one technician. Fig.6. shows the Petri 

net model of the availability of FMS; it models the failure 

and repair of the different subsystems. Table II gives the 

interpretation of the places and transitions of this Petri 

net. Initially, all the subsystems are assumed to be 

functioning and all technicians are idling. Thus, in the 

initial marking, a token is placed in each of the places 

PUpj, j=0,...,4; the number of tokens in the place PF Rep 

equals NR  (i.e., the number of technicians in the system). 

Evaluation of the performance and availability of the 

FMS is obtained by calculating the mean cycle time of 

the Petri net showed in Fig.5, respectively of the Petri net 

showed in Fig.6, using the algorithm given in the 

previous section. The mean times obtained from the 

related graph gives us solutions for the analysis of the 

FMS over a finite time horizon. 
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Fig.6. Petri net model of the diagnoser of the FMS 

 

 
TABLE II 

PETRI NET MODEL OF THE AVAILABILITY OF THE FMS 

Symbol Places 

PUpi Subsystem i is working 

PDi Subsystem i has failed, and is awaiting repair  

PRep i Subsystem i under repair 

PF Rep Idle repairmen 

Symbol Transitions 

TFi Timed; models breakdown of subsystem i 

TRep i Timed; models repair of subsystem i 

TSel i Immediate; failed subsystem i taken up for repair 

From Petri net shown in Fig.6 we calculate the 

probability of obtaining uptime of “u” hours during a 

finite interval of time containing a multiple of eight – 

hours shifts with one or more technicians. From Petri net 

shown in Fig.5 we calculate the performability 

production index such as: expected cumulative 

production, coefficient of variation of cumulative 

production (i.e., standard deviation divided by mean), etc. 

For example, our system has the following conditions: 

cell 1 can permit at most 15 work-pieces to be present at 

a time (k1 = 15). Cell 2 allows a maximum of 16 work-

pieces (k2 = 16), α1 = α2 = ½α0 = ½ (failure rate, i.e., 

firing rate of corresponding transitions, of machine Mi  

and conveyor), β1 = β2 = ½β0 = ½ (repair rate, i.e., firing 

rate of corresponding transitions, of machine Mi and 

conveyor). In such conditions, the expected cumulative 

production over a 96-hour period, over a six-day week, 

working two eight-hours shifts a day, with one, two, and 

three technicians, will increase with the number of 

technicians employed. The use of more than three 

technicians has not increased the cumulative production. 

Table III gives the size of the state space, the range of 

continuous Markov chain sizes CTMC (we notice that 

since in Fig.6, there are 16 CTMCs, we only list the size 

of the smallest and the largest ones) as a function of n, the 

number of jobs in the system. Table IV reports the 

minimum and maximum number of Gauss-Seidel 

iterations required by the 16 CTMCs. The maximum 

observed relative error on the throughput of transitions 

was less than 4% for n > 8. 

TABLE III 

STATE SPACE IN THE CTMC FOR THE FMS IN FIG. 3 

n min state space Mk max state space Mk 

5 

8 

12 

16 

6 

14 

20 

28 

683 

7,194 

68,348 

91,775 

TABLE IV 

ITERATIONS IN THE CTMC FOR THE FMS, N = 8 

Fixed pt. 

iterations 

GSD 

iterations (min) 

GSD 

iterations (max) 

1 

2 

8 

20 

40 

60 

110 

40 

24 

22 

18 

12 

1 

1 

2,100 

565 

214 

121 

73 

27 

1 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have proposed a new architecture for the 

diagnosis of complex systems such as FMS, using a 

special class of stochastic coloured Petri nets entitled here 
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ant colony decision Petri nets (ADPN).  

The advantages of this approach are: alternate sequencing 

of operations is allowed during processing; device 

assignments for operations are made dynamically during 

processing; the model of FMS captures all operation 

sequences in the system, as exemplified above for a part 

type, e.g. L1, of the process plan. 

An analytical technique for the availability evaluation of 

FMS was also presented in this paper. The advantages of 

this approach are: the construction of large Markov 

chains is not necessary; it reveals when the system 

coverage and the component repair are not satisfactory; it 

allows determination of the timing of a major repair of 

the system.  

The disadvantages of this approach are: it necessitates 

qualified personnel for modelling properly the production 

plan and the coverage of the system; the calculus of 

availability necessitates performing computers because 

complex FMS`s require large Markov chains. 

One may mention that in FMS study it is usually assumed 

that the failure and repair times of the machines are 

exponential random variables, but in industrial systems 

the time distributions are often arbitrary and semi-

Markov processes can be handled. Therefore, failure and 

repair times are no longer constrained to be exponentially 

distributed. Our approach deals with Markov chains and 

with semi-Markov chains. If we compare it with other 

approaches, one may see that the above-proposed model 

is much more versatile, and it can be easily simulated in 

Matlab 6 support. Other classic softwares dedicated for 

the study of Markov chains like SHARPE (Symbolic 

Hierarchical Automated Reliability and Performance 

Evaluator), and HARP (Hybrid Automated Reliability 

Predictor) implement more expensive simulations than 

ours, where deviations of availabilities calculated with 

relation (13) are less than 4%.  We mention that classic 

Markov chain models for FMS`s do not include the 

concept of coverability which explains the mentioned 

differences between availabilities. The model presented 

in this paper can be extended to include other 

components, e.g. hardware equipments, throughput 

systems, etc. However, increasing the number of 

subsystems will increase the number of Markov chains 

and transitions sub-matrices, which implies inherent 

difficulties in simulation of the system, often without 

significant differences between the initial simplified 

model and the new, augmented one. This work 

establishes a necessary relation between diagnosis and 

availability of manufacturing system. Further research 

will focus on modelling FMS with semi-Markov 

processes. 
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